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Abstract – Nowadays large volumes of data with high dimensionality are being generated in many fields. Most existing indexing techniques degrade rapidly when dimensionality goes higher. ClusterTree is a new indexing approach representing clusters generated by any existing clustering approach. It is a hierarchy of clusters and subclusters which incorporates the cluster representation into the index structure to achieve effective and efficient retrieval. The authors propose a new ClusterTree* indexing structure which has new features from the time perspective. Each new data item is added to the ClusterTree with the time information which can be used later in the data update process for the acquisition of the new cluster structure. This approach guarantees that the ClusterTree is always in the most updated status which can further promote the efficiency and effectiveness of data insertion, query and update. This approach is highly adaptive to any kind of clusters.
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1 Introduction

Recently large volumes of data with high dimensionality are being generated in many fields. Many approaches have been proposed to index high-dimensional datasets for efficient querying. Although most of them can efficiently support nearest neighbor search for low dimensional datasets, they degrade rapidly when dimensionality goes higher. Also the dynamic insertion of new data can cause original structures no longer handle the dataset efficiently since it may greatly increase the amount of data accessed for a query. Among those approaches, the ClusterTree [1] is the first work towards building efficient index structure from clustering for high-dimensional datasets. Clustering is an analysis technique for discovering interesting data distributions and patterns in the underlying dataset. Given a set of \(n\) data points in a \(d\)-dimensional space, a clustering approach assigns the data points to \(k\) groups (\(k << n\)) based on the calculation of the degree of similarity between data points such that the data points within a group are more similar to each other than the data points in different groups. Each group is a cluster. The ClusterTree approach builds an index structure on the cluster structures to facilitate efficient queries.

Nowadays a large proportion of the dataset is time related, and the existence of the obsolete data in the dataset may seriously degrade the dataset processing. However, few approaches are proposed to implement the maintenance of the whole dataset to get rid of the obsolete data and keep the dataset always in the most updated status for the convenience and effectiveness of dataset process such as query and insertion.

In this paper, we propose a new ClusterTree* indexing structure which has new features from the time perspective. Each new data item is added to the ClusterTree* with the time information which can be used later in the data update process for the acquisition of the new cluster structure. This approach guarantees that the ClusterTree* is always in the most updated status which can further promote the efficiency and effectiveness of data insertion, query and update. Our approach is highly adaptive to any kind of clusters.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summaries the related work on index structure design including the ClusterTree. Section 3 introduces our modified ClusterTree approach – ClusterTree++. Section 4 presents the processing of ClusterTree++. Section 5 gives the conclusion.

2 Related Work

Existing multidimensional tree-like indexing approaches can be further classified into two categories: space partitioning and data partitioning.

A data partitioning approach partitions a dataset and builds a hierarchy consisting of bounding regions. The bounding regions at higher levels contain the lower regions and the bounding regions at the bottom level contain the actual data points. Popularly used index structures include R-Tree, R*-tree, SS-Tree, SS+ -Tree and SR-Tree. An R-tree
[2] is a height-balanced tree with index records in its nodes. There are two kinds of nodes: internal and leaf nodes. All the nodes have minimum bounding rectangles (MBR) as page region. R-tree is used to store rectangular regions of an image or a map. R-trees are very useful in storing very large amounts of data on disk. One disadvantage of R-trees is that the bounding boxes (rectangles) associated with different nodes may overlap. The R*-tree [3] is an R-tree variant which incorporates a combined optimization of area, margin and overlap of each enclosing rectangle in the tree nodes. It reduces the overlapping between the MBRs of neighboring nodes, reduces the volume of the MBRs and improves the storage utilization.

In contrast to the R-Tree, SS-Tree [4] uses hyper-spheres as region units. Each hyper-sphere is represented by a centroid point, and a radius large enough to contain all of the underlying data points. Queries on the SS-Tree are very efficient because it only needs to calculate similarity between a region and the query point. The SS*-Tree [5] is a variant of the SS-Tree with a modified splitting heuristic to optimize the bounding shape for each node. SR-Tree [6] is an index structure which combines the bounding spheres and rectangles for the shapes of node regions to reduce the blank area. The region for a node in it is represented by the intersection of a bounding sphere and rectangle so that the overlapping area between two sibling nodes is reduced. It takes the advantages of both rectangles and spheres. However, the storage required for the SR-Tree is larger than the SS-Tree because the nodes in the SR-Tree need to store the bounding rectangles and bounding spheres. Consequently, the SR-Tree requires more CPU time and more disk accesses than the SS-Tree for insertions.

Space partitioning approaches recursively divide a data space into disjoint subspaces. K-D-B Tree and Pyramid-Tree are this type. The K-D-B Tree [7] partitions a d-dimensional data space into disjoint subspaces by (d − 1)-dimensional hyper-planes which are alternately perpendicular to one of the dimension axes. Due to the disjointness among its nodes at the same level, the K-D-B Tree has the advantage that the search path for querying a data point is unique. The Pyramid-Tree [8]’s main idea is to divide the data space first into 2d pyramids, each sharing the center point as its peak (the tip point of a pyramid). Each pyramid is then sliced into slices parallel to the base of the pyramid, and each slice forms a data page. The range query under this index structure can be efficiently processed for both low- and high-dimensional datasets. However, the partitioning of the Pyramid-Tree can not ensure that the data points in one data page are always neighbors.

Among those approaches, the ClusterTree is the first work towards building efficient index structures from clustering for high-dimensional datasets. The ClusterTree has the advantage of supporting efficient data query for high-dimensional datasets. A ClusterTree is a hierarchical representation of the clusters of a dataset. It organizes the data based on their cluster information from coarse level to fine, providing an efficient index structure on the data according to clustering. Like many other structures, it has two kinds of nodes: internal and leaf nodes. The internal nodes include pointers to subclusters of this cluster, the bounding sphere for the subcluster and the number of data points in the subclusters. The leaf nodes contain pointers to the data points. For each cluster, the ClusterTree calculates the following parameters: the number of data points, the centroid c, and the volume of the minimum bounding sphere S. The centroid c = ⟨c₁, c₂, · · · , cₙ⟩ can be calculated by:

\[ c_i = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{N} o_{ij}}{N} \], 1 ≤ i ≤ d,  \quad (1) \]

where N is the number of the data points in the cluster and o_ij is the i-th value of data point o_j in the cluster. Thus, each cluster is represented by a hyper-sphere S. So there may be some empty regions which contain no data, and two bounding hyper-spheres of different clusters may overlap. We can define the density of the cluster as:

\[ Density_c = \frac{\text{number of points in } C}{\text{volume of } S} \]

\[ = \frac{\text{number of points in } C}{\frac{2\pi^{d/2}r^d}{d!f(\frac{S}{r})}} \]

The gamma function Γ(x) is defined as:

\[ Γ(x) = \int_0^\infty t^{x-1} e^{-t} dt, \]

where Γ(x + 1) = xΓ(x) and Γ(1) = 1. When the density of a cluster falls below a pre-selected threshold or the number of the data points in the cluster is larger than a pre-selected threshold, the cluster will be decomposed into several smaller clusters (subclusters).

3 ClusterTree+ and its Construction

Nowadays a large proportion of a dataset may be time related, and the existence of the obsolete data in the dataset may seriously degrade the dataset processing. However few approaches are proposed to implement the maintainance of the whole dataset to get rid of the obsolete data and keep the dataset always in the most updated status for the convenience and effectiveness of dataset process such as query and insertion. Although ClusterTree can efficiently handle the processing of datasets with high dimensionality, it doesn’t consider the dynamic data update issue.

Here we present a modified version of ClusterTree: ClusterTree+, which is based on the design of the ClusterTree and enhance its capability of handling dynamic data insertions, queries and deletions.
There can be several different ways to associate the time information with the original ClusterTree structure. The typical three approaches are as follows:

- Directly add time information into the ClusterTree as another dimension.
- Use a simple queue to process the time issue.
- Use an individual B\(^+\) tree-similar structure to handle the time information.

The advantage of the first approach is that it simplifies the implementation. We can slightly adjust the original algorithm to support the queries which may include the time information and deletions based on the time period which is specified by users. The disadvantage is that if we directly take time information as an extra dimension of the dataset, the clustering results will significantly change. Two data points which are very close to each other in the original space may not even exist in the same cluster after adding the time dimension, since the times the data are inserted into the indexing structure may be quite distant to each other. So it will dramatically degrade the result of the queries which are simply based on the data itself without considering the time issue.

The idea of using a simple queue to process the time issue is straightforward. But as a linear structure, the efficiency is the major problem.

Using an individual B\(^+\) tree [9]-similar structure to handle the time information can support both time-related queries and time-irrelevant queries. For time-irrelevant queries, we can use algorithms similar to those of the original ClusterTree. As for time-related queries including range queries and \(p\)-Nearest Neighbors queries, we can use the intersection of the searching result of both modified ClusterTree structure and B\(^+\) tree-similar structure to get the final result. This approach can also efficiently support user-specified periodic deletions to get rid of the obsolete data in the dataset.

So we choose the last kind of approach to set up the ClusterTree\(^+\) indexing structure as our solution to solve the data update problem of high dimensional datasets. The ClusterTree\(^+\) has two separate structures, one is a modified ClusterTree structure – ClusterTree\(^*\), the other is a modified B\(^+\) tree – B\(^{\ell}\) tree.

The ClusterTree\(^*\) is a hierarchical representation of the clusters of a dataset. It has two kinds of nodes: internal and leaf nodes. The internal nodes are defined as:

\[
\text{Node} : \text{Node.id}, \gamma, ot, nt, (Entry_1, Entry_2, \ldots, Entry_{\gamma})
\]

\[
(m_{\text{node}} \leq \gamma \leq M_{\text{node}}),
\]

\[
\text{Entry}_i : (SC_i, BS_i, SN_i),
\]

where \(\text{Node.id}\) is the node identifier, \(\gamma\) is the number of the entries in the node, \(ot\) is the oldest time when data are in-
serted into that node or its descendants, \( n_t \) is the newest time when data are inserted into that node or its descendants, and \( m_{node} \) and \( M_{node} \) define the minimum and maximum numbers of entries in the node. An entry is created for each subcluster of the cluster for which the current non-leaf node represents. In entry \( Entry_i \), \( SC_i \) is a pointer to the \( i \)-th subcluster, \( BS_i \) is the bounding sphere for the subcluster and \( SN_i \) is the number of data points in the \( i \)-th subcluster.

The leaf nodes are defined as:

\[
Leaf : Leaf_{id}, \gamma, ot, n_t, (Entry_1, Entry_2, \ldots, Entry_r) \\
\text{where } \gamma \text{ is the number of data points contained in the leaf node, and } m_{leaf} \text{ and } M_{leaf} \text{ are the minimum and maximum numbers of entries. } Entry_i \text{ contains the address of the data point residing at the secondary storage (ADR), the time information when the data point is inserted into the structure (T), and the link to the time data point in the B+ tree (L).}
\]

The B+ tree indexes on the time data which corresponds to the times the data were inserted into the structure. It originates from the B+ tree with some modifications as follows:

- There is no minimum number requirement of entries in internal and leaf nodes so that there will be no cases of underflow. This corresponds to the nature of the B+ tree that the time data in it will be batchly deleted for the user-specified deletion requirement.
- In the leaf nodes, each entry has an extra field which is a link to the data point it is associated with in the ClusterTree*. In this case we can traverse from the B+ tree back to the ClusterTree* efficiently.

An example of the ClusterTree* structure is shown in Figure 1. It shows that currently there are 9 data which are inserted at time 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9 and 10. The root node of the ClusterTree* has two entries. The first entry also has two entries. At the third level, the first leaf node has three data entries which are inserted at time 1, 3 and 6. The \( L_i \) fields of these entries of the leaf node are connected with the leaf nodes of the B+ tree which is on the bottom-right part of the Figure 1.

3.1 Construction

The construction of ClusterTree* includes the construction of ClusterTree* and the construction of B+ tree in parallel. The construction of the ClusterTree* is similar to the construction of ClusterTree except that each internal node and leaf node should set the \( n_t \) (newest time) and \( ot \) (oldest time) as the current time. This is because we don’t know the insertion times of the original data points in the dataset, so we have to set the insertion times of all the original data points as the current one. Later when new data points are inserted into the structure, different times can be recorded into the structure. Meanwhile, we create a leaf node in B+ tree which includes the current time data. All L field of the entries in the leaf node of ClusterTree* should be pointed to the created leaf node in B+ tree.

4 Processing of the ClusterTree*

There are three major processing of the ClusterTree*:

- Insertion
- Query
- Deletion

4.1 Insertion

For a new coming data point, we classify it into one of three categories:

- **Cluster points**: are either the duplicates of or very close to some data points in a cluster within a given threshold.
- **Close-by points**: are the data points which are neighbors to some points in the clusters within a given threshold.
- **Random points**: are the data points which are either far away from all of the clusters and can not be bounded by any bounding sphere of the ClusterTree, or might be included in the bounding spheres of the clusters at each level, but they do not have any neighboring cluster points within a given threshold.

Thus depending on the type of the new coming data point, we can apply the insertion algorithm of ClusterTree to recursively insert data point to a certain leaf node of ClusterTree* accompanied by the insertion time information in the T(time) field of the new entry in that leaf node, while inserting a new entry which includes the insertion time info into the B+ tree. We then point the L(link) field of the new entry in the certain leaf node in ClusterTree* to the new entry in the leaf node of B+ tree, and point the L(link) field of the new entry in the certain leaf node in B+ tree to the new entry in the leaf node of ClusterTree*.

4.2 Query

There are two kinds of queries, one is the time-irrelevant queries which include the range queries and P Nearest Neighbor queries, and the other is the time-related queries which include certain time period requirement. For example, some users may ask for the neighbors to a certain data point which are inserted into the structure in almost the same time as the insertion time of that data point.

We can depend on the original ClusterTree query algorithm to solve the former kind of queries. As for the latter one, we can solve it as follows:

**Algorithm: time-related queries**

\textbf{Input:} a data point, a time stamp;  
\textbf{Output:} the set of data points in ClusterTree* which satisfy the query requirement; 
\textbf{Algorithm steps:}

- ...
• find the set \( a \) of candidate data points in the ClusterTree*;
• at the same time search the entry \( x \) in \( B^l \) tree whose time data is closest to the query time stamp;
• find the set of the entries in \( B^l \) tree which are in a certain threshold in time distance to the entry \( x \);
• find the set \( b \) of corresponding data points in ClusterTree* using the L field in the entries in \( B^l \) tree;
• get the result set of data sets by the intersection of set \( a \) and \( b \).

4.3 Deletion

In many systems the obsolete data should be deleted periodically. Managers may want to delete those data which are inserted into the system a certain time ago, or they want to delete those data inserted during a certain period. Also they can simply indicate to the data system to automatically adjust itself. The ClusterTree* can support such user-specified deletions.

Algorithm: time-related deletion
Input: a time stamp \( ts \);
Output: the new ClusterTree* which has got rid of the obsolete data (the data inserted before the specified time stamp);
Algorithm steps:

• find the entry \( x \) in \( B^l \) tree whose time data is left-closest to the time stamp \( ts \) ("left-closest" means that it is the newest one which is older than the specified time stamp \( ts \));
• get the set \( a \) of entries in the \( B^l \) tree which are older than the entry \( x \);
• search for the set \( b \) of corresponding data points in ClusterTree* using the L field in the entries in \( B^l \) tree;
• cut those entries in the \( B^l \) tree recursively which are antecedents of set \( a \);
• cut set \( a \) in the \( B^l \) tree;
• cut set \( b \) in the ClusterTree*.

Algorithm: automatic adjustment
Output: the new ClusterTree* which has been automatically adjusted;
Algorithm steps:
 recursively check each subcluster:
 a) if the gap between the subcluster’s nt filed (new time inserted) is over certain threshold, delete the whole subcluster or move it to a secondary memory because it means that it contains no new data;
 Also delete the corresponding entries in the \( B^l \) tree;
 b) if the old data density of a subcluster is over certain threshold, then subcluster should be reorganized in order to get rid of the old part;
 c) if there are two subclusters which are "close" enough to each other and their time “nature” are similar enough to each other, they can be merged into one subcluster for a more compact and reasonable vision.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a modified version of ClusterTree – ClusterTree* which can efficiently support the time-related queries and user-specified deletions. The ClusterTree* can keep the dataset always in the most updated status to promote the efficiency and effectiveness of data insertion, query and update. Further experiments will be available to support the analysis of the ClusterTree*.

This approach can be helpful in the fields of data fusion where the data evolve dynamically and regular approaches often fail to solve the problem of keeping a certain system always containing the most updated data. This approach can dynamically supervise the data status of the system and efficiently get rid of obsolete data, and at the same time, reorganize the structure of the dataset.
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